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Amendment 1
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Recital -A (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

-A. whereas textile production and 
consumption in Europe has a particularly 
high environmental, climate and social 
cost, accounting for the fourth negative 
impact on the environment and climate 
change, while on an upward trend putting 
serious stress on available resources, 
especially water and other raw materials;

Or. en

Amendment 2
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Recital A

Draft opinion Amendment

A. whereas consumers are ready to 
change their purchasing patterns for 
sustainable options but can be misled by 
greenwashing practices;

A. whereas 79% of consumers agreed 
that it is important for brands to share 
detailed information about the 
environmental impact of their products, 
and a majority of them are willing to pay 
more and ready to change their purchasing 
patterns for sustainable options, provided 
that clear and reliable labels are at their 
disposal;

Or. en

Amendment 3
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Recital A
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Draft opinion Amendment

A. whereas consumers are ready to 
change their purchasing patterns for 
sustainable options but can be misled by 
greenwashing practices;

A. whereas consumers seem to be
ready to change their purchasing patterns 
for sustainable options when duly 
informed about sustainability and origin 
of the products;

Or. en

Amendment 4
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Recital A

Draft opinion Amendment

A. whereas consumers are ready to 
change their purchasing patterns for 
sustainable options but can be misled by 
greenwashing practices;

A. whereas studies indicate that
consumers are willing to change their 
purchasing patterns for sustainable options 
but are sensitive to price increase;

Or. en

Amendment 5
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital A

Draft opinion Amendment

A. whereas consumers are ready to 
change their purchasing patterns for 
sustainable options but can be misled by 
greenwashing practices;

A. whereas many consumers are ready 
to change their purchasing patterns for 
sustainable options but can be misled by 
greenwashing practices;

Or. en

Amendment 6
Anne-Sophie Pelletier
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Draft opinion
Recital A a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Aa. whereas fast-fashion models 
encourages mass consumption of poor 
quality clothes, often unrecyclable, at the 
expense of workers' social rights, luring 
consumers through greenwashing 
practices such as false environmental 
claims and in-house misleading labels;

Or. en

Amendment 7
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital A a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Aa. whereas the textile sector includes 
over 160 000 producers, most of them 
SMEs, that have to respect 16 pieces of 
European legislation, several 
implementation methods and national 
legislation in 27 Member States;

Or. en

Amendment 8
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Recital A a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Aa. whereas textile production doubled 
between 2000 and 20151a;

__________________

1a European Commission (2022), EU 
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Strategy for Sustainable and Circular 
Textiles 

Or. en

Amendment 9
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital A b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ab. whereas many producers from the 
textile industry expressed their interest in 
developing more sustainable and durable 
textiles and production technologies, 
willing to cooperate and find feasible 
solutions to the challenges brought by the 
Green Deal;

Or. en

Amendment 10
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Recital A b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ab. whereas garments lifespan 
decreased by 36%1a;

__________________

1a A new textiles economy: redesigning 
fashion’s future, cited in European 
Environmental Agency (2022), Textiles 
and the environment: the role of design in 
Europe’s circular economy

Or. en
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Amendment 11
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital A c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ac. whereas market analyses show 
there is a gap between the intend and the 
purchasing behaviour, where many 
consumers still prioritize the price over 
quality and sustainability;

Or. en

Amendment 12
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Recital B

Draft opinion Amendment

B. whereas fragmented and non-
transparent value chains in the garment 
sector hinder compliance with relevant 
Union law and weaken the accountability 
of economic operators;

B. whereas highly complex, non-
transparent and fragmented value-chains 
at a global level in the garment sector 
further complicates the work of market 
surveillance authorities, consumers 
associations as well as resellers by 
hindering compliance with relevant Union 
law on quality of products as well as on 
manufacturing conditions, including on 
forced labour, and by weakening the 
accountability of economic operators;

Or. en

Amendment 13
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Recital B
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Draft opinion Amendment

B. whereas fragmented and non-
transparent value chains in the garment 
sector hinder compliance with relevant 
Union law and weaken the accountability 
of economic operators;

B. whereas value chains in the 
garment sector are complex and non-
linear which makes it a challenge for 
economic operators and market 
surveillance authorities alike to ensure
compliance with relevant Union law;

Or. en

Amendment 14
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Recital B a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas value chains in the 
garment sector are characterized by a 
strong unequal balance of power between 
international companies/brands towards 
their suppliers/towards their workers; and 
whereas workers - being at the last step of 
the value chain - usually end up getting 
the most negatively impacted; whereas the 
COVID-19 pandemic was a strong 
reminder of such inequalities;

Or. en

Amendment 15
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital B a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas non-harmonised 
legislation leads to a fragmented market 
and bureaucratic burdens that increases 
the difficulties on the sector especially on 
the SMEs working in the sector;
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Or. en

Amendment 16
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Recital B a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas the Covid-19 pandemic 
exacerbated unfair trading practices in 
the textile sector1a, revealing the profound 
power imbalances along textile value 
chains;

__________________

1a https://news.industriall-
europe.eu/documents/upload/2021/9/6376
84400585561764_210106%20Draft%20Le
veraging%20UTP%20transposition_2021
0927.pdf

Or. en

Amendment 17
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Recital B a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas well-informed choices can 
help drive demand to quality clothes, less 
damageable for the environment and a 
supply chain that respect nature and 
workers;

Or. en

Amendment 18
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
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Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Recital B a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas supporting a vibrant and 
dynamic textile sector is strategic for the 
value chains and the competitiveness of 
the internal market;

Or. en

Amendment 19
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital B b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Bb. whereas the textile production 
sector, represented mostly by SMEs, was 
already under a lot of stress from social 
dumping due to very low production costs 
in third countries, more difficulties were 
added by the Covid-19 pandemic, the
energy crisis, the inflation and the 
economic and social effects of the war in 
Ukraine;

Or. en

Amendment 20
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Recital B b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Bb. whereas the textiles/garment 
production is a major contributor to 
climate change and one of the greatest 
producers of waste;
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Or. en

Amendment 21
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Recital B b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Bb. whereas the long tradition and 
experience of European textile companies 
has a priceless value for the European 
historical heritage;

Or. en

Amendment 22
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital B c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Bc. whereas the bureaucratic burden 
and difficulties in registering new fibres 
and technologies are hindering the 
research and innovation that could lead to 
the development of a sustainable and 
durable sector;

Or. en

Amendment 23
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Recital B d (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Bd. whereas the transition to a 
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sustainable sector will have a major 
impact on the costs of the textiles that will 
have to be covered by both the consumers 
and SMEs;

Or. en

Amendment 24
Vlad-Marius Botoş

Draft opinion
Recital B e (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

Be. whereas the online marketplaces 
function as a gate into the Single Market 
for many textiles that do not respect the 
legislation regarding chemicals in the 
European Union;

Or. en

Amendment 25
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1

Draft opinion Amendment

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
misleading claims and immediately 
withdrawing products that do not respect 
Union law;

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
misleading claims and greenwashing 
practices, by immediately withdrawing of 
the market textile products that do not 
respect Union law, and by putting more 
surveillance especially on regular 
offenders being entities or region of 
production;

Or. en
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Amendment 26
Vlad-Marius Botoş

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1

Draft opinion Amendment

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
misleading claims and immediately 
withdrawing products that do not respect 
Union law;

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
over-use of plastic and chemicals in 
garments and misleading claims, and 
immediately withdrawing products that do 
not respect Union laws;

Or. en

Amendment 27
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1

Draft opinion Amendment

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
misleading claims and immediately 
withdrawing products that do not respect 
Union law;

1. Recalls the paramount importance 
of protecting consumers by addressing 
misleading claims that do not comply with 
Union or national consumer protection 
law and immediately withdrawing such
products;

Or. en

Amendment 28
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1a. Underlines the importance of 
protecting the consumers from price 
escalation due to abrupt and radical 
changes of legislation and the necessity of 
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swift adaptation of the production 
processes; calls for both impact 
assessments and market analyses to 
accompany the sustainability legislation;

Or. en

Amendment 29
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1a. Emphasises the importance of 
sending the information regarding the 
mandatory Ecodesign requirements to the 
retailers so that the consumers can be 
properly advised;

Or. en

Amendment 30
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate 
European redress mechanism for 
consumers affected by misleading labels 
and textiles that do not comply with Union 
law;

deleted

Or. en

Amendment 31
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate 
European redress mechanism for 
consumers affected by misleading labels 
and textiles that do not comply with Union 
law;

deleted

Or. en

Amendment 32
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate European 
redress mechanism for consumers affected 
by misleading labels and textiles that do 
not comply with Union law;

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate European 
redress mechanism for consumers affected 
by misleading labels and textiles that do 
not comply with Union law; considers it 
necessary to organise and implement 
better and harmonised surveillance of the 
internal market, with specific customs 
controls to prevent the import of 
counterfeit and/or unsafe textiles which 
do not conform to the expressly stated 
requirements for those who produce and 
operate within the EU and to protect 
consumers and the environment;

Or. it

Amendment 33
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate European 
redress mechanism for consumers affected 
by misleading labels and textiles that do 
not comply with Union law;

2. Calls for stricter customs controls 
to avoid the import of counterfeit and 
unsafe textile products or goods without 
the specific requirements to be sold in the 
internal market; calls for the 
implementation of a trusted-flagger alert 
and notification mechanism and of an 
appropriate European redress mechanism 
for consumers affected by misleading 
labels and textiles that do not comply with 
Union law;

Or. en

Amendment 34
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Calls for the implementation of a 
trusted-flagger alert and notification 
mechanism and of an appropriate 
European redress mechanism for 
consumers affected by misleading labels 
and textiles that do not comply with Union 
law;

2. Calls in this regard for the 
implementation of a trusted-flagger alert 
and notification mechanism, of an 
appropriate European redress mechanism 
and the possibility of enhanced collective 
redress for consumers affected by 
misleading labels and by textile products
that do not comply with Union law;

Or. en

Amendment 35
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 a (new)
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Draft opinion Amendment

2a. Calls for the establishment of pre-
approval schemes for sustainability labels 
and sustainability information tools by 
competent national authorities to protect 
consumers from misleading advertising 
and greenwashing;

Or. en

Amendment 36
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2b. Regrets the repeated delays in the 
presentation of the long-awaited 
Commission’s proposal on substantiating 
green claims;

Or. en

Amendment 37
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2c. Welcomes the announced 
initiatives to strengthen consumer 
information regarding durability, 
reusability, reparability and recyclability 
of textile products;

Or. en
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Amendment 38
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory level;

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; calls for this 
important tool to aim for full 
transparency and reliable information to 
consumers as well as intermediaries;
believes that in order to be relevant, this 
passport needs to be available on the 
product itself and be easy to read; favours 
open, easily accessible, regularly updated
and trustworthy data ensuring traceability 
along the whole supply chain down to 
factory level on the components and 
substances, with particular attention to 
chemicals, used in their products; 
considers that a social labelling for 
textiles including on the working 
conditions of production should be added 
in the digital passport;

Or. en

Amendment 39
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory level;

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products which embeds 
traceability as well as social (i.e. human 
rights and labour rights) information; 
believes that in order to be relevant this 
passport needs to be available on the 
product itself and be easy to read; favours 
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open and trustworthy data ensuring 
traceability down to factory level; 
welcomes that the UNECE (UN Economic 
Commission for Europe) approved in 
2021 a set of standards on Traceability 
and transparency of sustainable value 
chains in the garment and footwear 
sector; encourages its uptake by EU-based 
companies;

Or. en

Amendment 40
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory level;

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; believes that value chains are 
non-linear and include many 
intermediaries, including bulk-trading of 
raw materials on commodity stock 
exchanges, and therefore, traceability 
requirements must be proportionate, 
reasonable and implementable;

Or. en

Amendment 41
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
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a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory level;

a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
easy to read; favours open and trustworthy 
data ensuring traceability; emphasises that 
any action that could increase red tape for 
producers should be avoided and calls for 
stronger support for SMEs in this sector;

Or. en

Amendment 42
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory level;

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products, provided that the 
initiative does not create more 
bureaucracy for producers; believes that 
in order to be relevant this passport needs 
to be available on the product itself and be 
easy to read; favours open and trustworthy 
data ensuring traceability down to factory 
level;

Or. it

Amendment 43
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 3

Draft opinion Amendment

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 

3. Welcomes the introduction of the 
digital product passport in the proposal for 
a regulation on ecodesign requirements for 
sustainable products; believes that in order 
to be relevant this passport needs to be 
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available on the product itself and be easy 
to read; favours open and trustworthy data 
ensuring traceability down to factory 
level;

harmonized, available on the product itself 
and be easy to read; favours open and 
trustworthy data;

Or. en

Amendment 44
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport can further enhance reliability 
and coherence among new and goes hand 
in hand with the simplification of existing
labels to ensure that consumers receive 
coherent and reliable information on the 
environmental and social footprint of 
products, and on the country where 
manufacturing processes take place 
(‘made in’), without prejudice to, and 
building on, existing certification schemes 
covering sustainability aspects such as 
repairability and durability; believes that 
enhanced supply chain traceability can 
encourage circular retail and 
consumption models like the resale and 
reuse of textile products;

Or. en

Amendment 45
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
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that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products that is one 
of the key element in the transition to a 
circular and more sustainable textile 
economy, notes that false and misleading 
environmental, circular and social claims 
on products should be prevented , and to 
ensure that underlying analysis is based 
on standard methodologies.

Or. en

Amendment 46
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products; regrets in 
this regard the postponement by the 
European Commission of the ‘Green 
Claims’ proposal in the last Circular
Economy Package, which is a missed 
opportunity to empower consumers and 
inform them about the content of the 
products they purchase;

Or. en

Amendment 47
Biljana Borzan, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-Manuel Leitão-
Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4
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Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport must ensure that consumers 
receive coherent, reliable and 
comprehensive information on the 
environmental and social footprint of 
products, including human rights and 
environmental impacts throughout their 
value chain, as well as on their origin, 
circularity performance, and material and 
chemical content; in this regard, calls for 
ensuring transparency and credibility of 
and accountability for labels;

Or. en

Amendment 48
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products; the 
introduction of such an instrument should 
enable micro-enterprises and SMEs to 
better communicate their sustainability, 
without creating excessive costs and 
administrative and bureaucratic burdens;

Or. it

Amendment 49
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4
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Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification and harmonisation of 
existing labels to ensure that consumers 
receive coherent and reliable information 
on the environmental and social footprint
of products and that the costs and 
bureaucracy of labelling are minimized;

Or. en

Amendment 50
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 
and social footprint of products;

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information in line with the 
requirements to be specified by the 
proposal for a regulation on eco-design 
requirements;

Or. en

Amendment 51
Maria Grapini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport goes hand in hand with the 
simplification of existing labels to ensure 
that consumers receive coherent and 
reliable information on the environmental 

4. Believes that the digital product 
passport is conducive to the simplification 
of existing labels to ensure that consumers 
receive coherent and reliable information 
on the environmental and social footprint 
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and social footprint of products; of products;

Or. ro

Amendment 52
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

4a. Welcomes the proposed ban of the 
destruction of unsold goods, stresses that 
for it to be effective in tackling 
overproduction, the ban should be as wide 
as possible, encompassing all types of 
businesses, including SME;

Or. en

Amendment 53
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
products at an affordable price and 
reducing waste;

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable and 
responsible consumption patterns by 
providing quality products at an affordable 
price and reducing waste through inter 
alia repair, collection of used clothes, pay 
back schemes, second hand sells, renting 
options, clothes swapping as well as 
initiatives by producers to produce sturdy 
clothes, with extended warrantees and 
easy to recycle clothes;

Or. en
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Amendment 54
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
products at an affordable price and 
reducing waste;

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
products at an affordable price and 
reducing waste, without affecting 
competitiveness and offering more 
choices to the consumers;

Or. en

Amendment 55
Maria Grapini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
products at an affordable price and
reducing waste;

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
products at an affordable price that are 
designed to last longer, thereby reducing 
waste;

Or. ro

Amendment 56
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 

5. Encourages initiatives to help 
consumers switch to more sustainable 
consumption patterns by providing quality 
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products at an affordable price and 
reducing waste;

products at an appropriate price and 
reducing waste;

Or. en

Amendment 57
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

5a. Recalls that an increase of the 
production cost on the producers in the 
European Union, mostly SMEs, might 
lead to even more fragilisation of the 
sector and counteract the European 
economic autonomy that proved crucial 
during the Covid-19-pandemic; stresses 
the importance of a continuous dialogue 
with the sector and joined solutions for a 
realistic, feasible, and efficient 
sustainable transformation of the sector, 
as well as coherent legislation and 
achievable targets;

Or. en

Amendment 58
Vlad-Marius Botoş

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6

Draft opinion Amendment

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices and
respecting human rights and the 
environment;

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices,
respecting human rights and the 
environment as well as the tradition of 
high quality European products; recalls 
the importance of incentivising the use of 
all natural and ecological fibres and 
textile raw materials, facilitating research 
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and innovation and providing flexibility in 
registering new alternative fibres, 
technologies and production processes in 
the sector;

Or. en

Amendment 59
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6

Draft opinion Amendment

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices and 
respecting human rights and the 
environment;

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices and 
respecting human rights and the 
environment; believes that these goals 
could be also achieved supporting the 
value chain, promoting reshoring in EU 
of delocalized productions, lowering 
burdens, promoting the textile value chain 
with incentives and creating a clear and 
efficient legal framework for companies 
and customers;

Or. en

Amendment 60
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6

Draft opinion Amendment

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices 
and respecting human rights and the 
environment;

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands are part of the drive towards more
sustainability in the textiles sector; 
believes that consumer demand and 
consumer purchasing power play an 
equally important role in changing 
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consumption patterns;

Or. en

Amendment 61
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6

Draft opinion Amendment

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands should be drivers of sustainability 
by being transparent in their practices and 
respecting human rights and the 
environment;

6. Believes that textile producers and 
brands, including luxury and haute-
couture brands, should be drivers of 
sustainability by being transparent in their 
practices all along their value chains and 
respecting human rights and the 
environment;

Or. en

Amendment 62
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading 
practices;

deleted

Or. en

Amendment 63
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7
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Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that the business model of
fast fashion puts enormous stress on 
suppliers, which are often SMEs, and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices, 
including late payment, short-term 
delivery times, and important cost 
pressure. Those practices cannot be 
viewed as enduring as they forbid decent 
living wages, can encourage the violation 
of human rights and international labour 
law and are environmentally inadequate 
particularly through the destruction of 
unsold goods; calls in this respect for a 
legislative proposal tackling unfair trade 
practices in the textile sector, drawing 
inspiration from the UTP Directive 
existing for the agri-food sector. 

Or. en

Amendment 64
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices 
(UTPs); highlights the power asymmetry 
between brands and their suppliers 
contributing to unfair trading practices, 
such as unilaterally cancelling contracts 
or buying below production costs, that 
have detrimental effects on labour 
conditions in often non-EU low-wage 
countries, calls for a legislative proposal 
to combat unfair trading practices in the 
textiles sector, learning from the 
experience of the implementation of 
Directive 2019/633 on unfair trading 
practices in the agricultural and food 
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supply chain; 

Or. en

Amendment 65
Biljana Borzan, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-Manuel Leitão-
Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices 
such as late payments, unilateral changes, 
negotiation of unreasonable low prices, 
below-cost selling, last-minute 
confirmation, cancellation or changes of 
orders, or unreasonable penalties for late 
deliveries; calls for regulatory measures at 
EU and national level to combat unfair 
trading practices; calls for ensuring that 
market surveillance authorities have a 
mandate to enforce these measures;

Or. en

Amendment 66
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices; 
in this regard, the strategic value of the 
supply chain should be boosted, favouring 
to the greatest extent possible a 
sustainable production model as opposed 
to the ‘throw-away’ model, combining 
creative capacity and production systems 
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based on the quality of processes, 
materials and finishes;

Or. it

Amendment 67
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that some fast fashion 
companies located outside the EU 
contribute to put enormous stress on 
suppliers and their workforce through 
unfair trading practices;

Or. en

Amendment 68
Maria Grapini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading 
practices;

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce, possibly resulting in unfair 
trading practices;

Or. ro

Amendment 69
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7
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Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading practices;

7. Stresses that "fast fashion" 
phenomena puts enormous stress on 
suppliers and their workforce through 
unfair trading practices;

Or. en

Amendment 70
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7

Draft opinion Amendment

7. Stresses that fast fashion puts 
enormous stress on suppliers and their 
workforce through unfair trading 
practices;

7. Believes that the effect of "fast 
fashion" on supply chains and 
consumptions patterns requires further 
study;

Or. en

Amendment 71
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7a. Welcomes that the European 
Commission presented a EU textile 
strategy in line with the European green 
deal and the circular economy action 
plan; underlines in this context that 
especially the fast fashion sector is not 
sustainable as it evidently produces more 
than needed, which makes it essential to 
consider production reduction and 
recycling targets;

Or. en
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Amendment 72
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7a. Stresses that low quality garments 
lead to a low lifecycle of the products and 
increase the textile waste; calls therefore 
that the industry receives sufficient 
support to adopt optional classification of 
the textiles based on durability and 
sustainability;

Or. en

Amendment 73
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7a. Welcomes the announced efforts 
to promote circular business models, such 
as products as service models, take-back 
services, second hand collections and 
repair services;

Or. en

Amendment 74
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7b. Recalls that creativity and 
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innovation are important components to 
the textile industry and in order to 
safeguard these components, the recycling 
requirements and future sustainable 
legislation should keep into account 
intellectual property rights, encouraging 
and incentivizing the creators to recycle 
the unsold products rather than destroy 
them;

Or. en

Amendment 75
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7b. Calls on the Commission to 
encourage Member States to locally 
develop repair and upcycling as well as 
innovative selling practices to boost reuse;

Or. en

Amendment 76
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7c. Encourages the measures aiming 
at promotion of promoting green and 
transferable skills and lifelong learning 
opportunities in the textiles sectors, 
highlights the importance of social 
enterprises in this context;

Or. en
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Amendment 77
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 7 d (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

7d. Calls on the Commission to 
encourage Member States to introduce 
incentives for the repair and sale of 
second-hand supply of textile goods and 
services;

Or. en

Amendment 78
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to 
public procurement;

deleted

Or. en

Amendment 79
Andreas Schwab

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to 
public procurement;

deleted

Or. en
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Amendment 80
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement;

8. Calls for public procurement 
purchases to show the lead through
mandatory criteria in responsible 
consumption and to favour sustainable 
tenders with quality and eco-designed 
products as well as socially and 
environmentally responsible production 
conditions, and calls to flag multiple-
offenders actors and prohibit them from 
applying to tenders; calls for a revision of 
the 2014/24/EU Directive on public 
procurement in order to align it with the 
upcoming European due diligence legal 
framework;

Or. en

Amendment 81
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to
public procurement;

8. Considers that public authorities 
should drive the development of more 
sustainable textiles and circular business 
models and aim to reduce environmental 
impact of textiles when making public 
purchases; encourage the public 
authorities to use EU green public 
procurement criteria for textile products 
and service; Calls on the Commission for 
an impact assessment as regards the need 
for the mandatory green public 
procurement criteria for the textile 
products;
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Or. en

Amendment 82
Biljana Borzan, Maria Grapini, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-
Manuel Leitão-Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement;

8. Calls for mandatory environmental 
and social criteria on responsible 
consumption to apply to public 
procurement; calls for the promotion of 
reserved contracts for social enterprises in 
public tenders;

Or. en

Amendment 83
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement;

8. Calls for transparent criteria for a
responsible consumption applied to public 
procurement, avoiding fragmentation of 
the internal market;

Or. en

Amendment 84
Carlo Fidanza

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8
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Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement;

8. Calls for transparent criteria on 
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement to avoid market 
fragmentation;

Or. it

Amendment 85
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8

Draft opinion Amendment

8. Calls for mandatory criteria on
responsible consumption to apply to public 
procurement;

8. Calls for European mandatory 
green, socially responsible and sustainable
public procurement criteria for textiles;

Or. en

Amendment 86
Vlad-Marius Botoş, Dita Charanzová

Draft opinion
Paragraph 8 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

8a. Recalls the importance of creating 
a feasible and sustainable recycling 
ecosystem, that includes SMEs and other 
economic actors, where the textiles and 
textile fibres are reused and recycled in 
both classic and innovative manners, 
transforming the recycling sector into to a 
profitable, environmentally-friendly 
industry;

Or. en
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Amendment 87
Biljana Borzan, Brando Benifei, Marc Angel, René Repasi, Maria-Manuel Leitão-
Marques, Adriana Maldonado López

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9

Draft opinion Amendment

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal.

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal, calls 
for the development of tools for 
individuals and organisations to flag non-
compliant products to market surveillance 
authorities; calls for greater transparency 
of customs data to enable better 
enforcement by market surveillance 
authorities and improve consumer 
information, including by revising the 
Union Customs Code (Regulation (EU) 
No 952/2013).

Or. en

Amendment 88
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9

Draft opinion Amendment

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal.

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal; calls 
the Member States for a stronger market 
enforcement including extra human 
resources, more frequent controls, 
dissuasive penalties for the infringements, 
to ensure that products placed on the EU 
market, including via imports and e-
commerce, meet minimum environmental 
and social standards and fits our 
objectives.
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Or. en

Amendment 89
Vlad-Marius Botoş

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9

Draft opinion Amendment

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal.

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal and 
that sufficient facilities and resources are 
in place to perform and increase proper 
chemical controls on national and 
regional levels in order to ensure 
consumer protection regarding the 
chemical substances limits in garments, 
especially in the products bought online 
from third country producers.

Or. en

Amendment 90
Anne-Sophie Pelletier

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9

Draft opinion Amendment

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal.

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and 
financial resources at their disposal in 
particular to fight against counterfeit 
products and ensure proper application of 
Union law through regular and random 
checks for textile products entering and 
made available on the internal market.

Or. en
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Amendment 91
Maria Grapini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9

Draft opinion Amendment

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities have sufficient human and
financial resources at their disposal.

9. Recalls the paramount importance 
of ensuring that market surveillance 
authorities are adequately staffed with 
well-prepared personnel and have 
sufficient financial resources and means of 
verification at their disposal.

Or. ro

Amendment 92
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9a. Underlines that increasing the 
durability of textiles has a significant 
impact on the environment while at the 
same time creates the money-saving 
opportunities for customers, calls in this 
respect for measures to support research 
in sustainable textiles;

Or. en

Amendment 93
Isabella Tovaglieri, Alessandra Basso, Markus Buchheit, Virginie Joron, Jean-Lin 
Lacapelle

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9a. Recalls the need to support the EU 
textile value chain, which actively 
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contribute to the EU competitiveness, 
while at the same time defending it from 
external unfair practices, which are also 
distortive of the internal market;

Or. en

Amendment 94
Arba Kokalari

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9a. In order for textile recycling to 
increase, there must be financial 
incentives to recycle.

Or. en

Amendment 95
Anna Cavazzini

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9b. Notes that certain multi-
stakeholder initiatives and certifications 
or private labels concerning sustainability 
have shown shortcomings in the past, 
notes that important retailers were lately 
sanctioned for greenwashing in these 
types of initiatives; calls therefore for 
publicly strictly controlled audited 
initiatives and certifications;

Or. en

Amendment 96
Krzysztof Hetman
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9b. Stresses the necessity of securing 
policy coherence and ensuring 
harmonisation at the EU level, including 
on data requirements and methodologies 
of all the EU policy initiatives announced 
in the Strategy;

Or. en

Amendment 97
Arba Kokalari

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9b. The Commission should create 
guidelines and support services to ensure 
that the bureaucracy resulting from this 
legislation does not become too 
burdensome, especially for SMEs;

Or. en

Amendment 98
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9c. Underlines the potential of e-
labelling, which would provide the 
consumers with detailed knowledge on the 
textile, including care advice and the 
information on repair and recycle 
options; underlines however that e-labels 
cannot replace the physical labels, which 
should continue to provide the basic 
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information on care and composition;

Or. en

Amendment 99
Arba Kokalari

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9c. The Digital Product Passport 
(DPP) must not become a costly and 
bureaucratic requirement that duplicates 
information requirements nor creates 
burdensome bureaucracy;

Or. en

Amendment 100
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 d (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9d. Stresses that the SMEs are often 
the frontrunners in the use of innovative 
and durable technologies and the ones 
promoting sustainable consumer 
behaviours, stresses the need to create a 
further enabling environment for such 
actions instead of imposing excessive 
obligatory measures which could curb this 
trend;

Or. en

Amendment 101
Arba Kokalari
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 d (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9d. The new requirements will entail 
costs for the companies and each 
requirement must be weighed against the 
benefit it creates;

Or. en

Amendment 102
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 f (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9f. Underlines the importance of 
informing the customers about the 
positive impact they might have on the 
environment by changing their habits, for 
example by recycling, reusing or curbing 
their consumption, underlines in this 
respect the importance of information 
campaigns or tutorials on how to reuse or 
recycle;

Or. en

Amendment 103
Krzysztof Hetman

Draft opinion
Paragraph 9 g (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

9g. Stresses the need to support the 
circular business models through a 
combination of policy measures with a 
particular emphasis on second-hand 
resale;
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Or. en
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